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ABSTRACT: 

Breast cancer is noticed as the most common cancer and second main cause of cancerous 

deaths among women population in world wide. Many studies publicized that the early detection 

of breast cancer can cause longer survival rate. With the advent of new technologies in 

mammography, abnormality of masses can be effectively detected and diagnosed. Such 

Computer Aided Diagnosis and Detection(CADx, CADe) systems are automated and semi-

automated systems help radiologists in early detection and diagnosis of breast cancer. The 

common phases of a CAD system are segmentation, feature extraction and classification. 

Efficient segmentation certainly can influence the subsequent phases of these systems. Clustering 

is a most common machine learning method in many segmentation applications including 

mammogram segmentation. Most of the segmentation methods are based on pixel intensity 

values and usually the segment with maximum intensity values is the region of interest. But in 

practice the complete segment may not contain abnormality. Abnormal mass is generally hard. 

This paper proposes a two phase evolutionary based segmentation combined with feature 

extraction for detection of regions of interests in mammograms using recent Automatic 

Clustering with simultaneous Feature Subset Selection for gray scale Image segmentation using 

Differential Evolution (ACFSDE).The proposed method has two phases; in the first phase 

suspected region is determined using automatic evolutionary intensity based segmentation. From 

the region hard mass area is determined using spatial information based segmentation. The 

second phase extracts textural features of each pixel by constructing GLCM which follows 

ACFSDE. Experiments are conducted on each image of MIAS database. The results 

demonstrated the accuracy and efficiency of the algorithm in identifying the masses of 

mammograms and the results are validated with ground truth. 
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1. Introduction 

Mammography is becoming the most reliable method that help radiologist in early detection 

of abnormalities and treatment planning [1]. Several Computer aided detection methods are 

available in literature for the detection and classification of mammograms [2-7]. In all such 

methods image segmentation is an important issue. Segmentation plays an important role in wide 

variety of applications including remote sensing and medical imaging. Image segmentation is the 

process of grouping the pixels of image space into homogenous regions, with respect to specific 

characteristics. Real world applications may involve multiple characteristics. Mammogram 

segmentation can be posed as one of such problems, involves multiple characteristics.Clustering 

methods are one of the most commonly used techniques for image segmentation[8].  

Image segmentation is an important characteristic in computer vision and machine learning. 

Segmentation plays an important role in wide variety of applications including remote sensing 

and medical imaging. Image segmentation is the process of grouping the pixels of image space 

into homogenous regions, with respect to specific characteristics. Segmentation is also used to 

find suspicious masses of the mammograms and helps radiologist for early detection and therapy 

planning. 

Clustering methods are one of the most commonly used techniques for image segmentation 

[8]. K-means is the simple, efficient partition clustering and one of the top 10 clustering 

algorithms from past 50 years [9 - 11]. Sahiner et al used k-means for mass segmentation[12-13]. 

Li et al incorporated spatial information using adaptive thresholding[14-15]. The Fuzzy C-Means 

(FCM) is a soft clustering algorithm in which each element is associated to each cluster using a 

fuzzy membership [16]. Velthuizen, Chen and Lee used FCM with different objectives to find 

homogeneous regions with respect to grey-level values [17-18]. 

The increasing dimensionality with huge image size and number of images from different 

sources, is became a curse to data analysis and knowledge discovery and for clustering 

algorithms. The high dimensionality decreases the performance of the algorithm [19]. Such high 

dimensionality risk can be reduced using feature selection algorithms [20]. Feature subset 

selection is a process of selecting a good sub set of features by avoiding irrelevant features. Most 

of the feature selection algorithms are developed for supervised learning, rather than the 

unsupervised learning. It is believed that the unsupervised feature selection is more difficult due 

to the absence of class labels that can guide the search for the relevant information [21]. 

Recently, several algorithms have been proposed to address this issue for clustering and 

researchers are focusing on the concept of feature subset selection for clustering. Feature 

selection for clustering chooses a trivial subset of tangible features as of the data and 

formerlytracks the clustering algorithm merely on the certain features [22]. Srikrishna et al, 2013 

has proposed an algorithm for Automatic Feature Subset Selection using Genetic Algorithm for 

clustering. 

Evolutionary algorithms simulate the evolution across a sequence of generations/iterations of 

a population, a set of candidate solutions. A candidate solution is a vector, internally represented 

as a string of genes and is called chromosome or individual. Mutation and Crossover are two 

frequently used operators referred to as evolutionary approaches [23]. Differential Evolution 

(DE) is any of the furthermostprevailing stochastic real-parameter optimization algorithms in 

modernusage [24]. DE monitorsanalogous computational phases as in any customary 

evolutionary algorithm with specified operations such as crossover and mutation. Associated to 
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former Evolutionary Algorithms DE is precisemodest to program. The topical studies on DE 

have exposed that DE offers anenhanced performance associated to former algorithms [25]. An 

Automatic Clustering using Differential Evolution (ACDE) algorithm [26] by Das, Ajith, in 

2008, and applied on image segmentation [27]. Sanghamitra Bandyopadhyay et 

al.,remainedprogression of clusters exhausting point symmetry process. They have recycled a 

point symmetry centered cost function as unbiased function [28]. Medical image segmentation 

using genetic algorithm is demonstrated [29]. A DE based Automatic Fuzzy (Fuzzy ACDE) 

clustering is proposed by Das, Amith, 2009, by incorporating fuzzy concept in ACDE. K. 

KarteekaPavanet al., have proved the efficiency of ACDE in finding tissues in medical images 

[30]. A multi-objective particle swarm optimization (MOPSO) method remains proposed [31], 

for the problem of image segmentation. Suspected regions of the mammograms are detected by 

proposing a new micro-genetic algorithm with a texture proximity mask in 2015 [32]. 

 

2. Methodology 

Image segmentation is a process of partitioning an image into homogeneous groups with 

respect to a specific characteristic i.e., intensity, textural information, shape etc. As most of the 

clustering methods for segmentation not consider spatial information and the complete region of 

interest may not contain hard mass. The proposed segmentation algorithm for mammograms 

contains 2 phases using Differential Evolution. Phase one is the preprocessing step that include, 

preprocessing, finding a segment containing higher intensity values. Phase2 follows texture 

based segmentation on the selected brightest segment from the first phase. Various textural 

features are extracted for each pixel by constructing GLCM.   Appropriate features only 

considered for segmentation by applying feature extraction while clustering using Automatic 

Clustering with simultaneous Feature Subset Selection for gray scale Image segmentation using 

Differential Evolution (ACFSDE).  The steps of the proposed algorithm arepresented in the 

following figure Fig.1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig1. Proposed Algorithm 

 

The proposed two phase evolutionary segmentation for ROI of mammogram is as follows. 

Step 1: After removing noise, artifacts, pectoral muscle etc., from each mammogram, apply 

automatic evolutionary intensity based segmentation using Automatic Clustering using 

Differential Evolution (ACDE). 

Step 2: Find suspected area by selecting a segment with higher intensity value pixels. 

Original image Preprocessed image Segmentation using ACDE Select brightest cluster 

Extract textural properties 

from each pixel of the cluster 
Segmentation using ACFSDE with 

simultaneous Feature subset selection 

Select brightest clusterie, output the 

regioin of interest 
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Step 3: Construct GLCM for each pixel by selecting a neighborhood window of size 5x5 for each 

pixel.  

Step 4: Generate a database, D, by extracting various textural features for each pixel.  

Step 5: Reduce dimension of D by feature subset selection and find region of interest with 

simultaneous automatic evolutionary segmentation using ACFSDE.  

Step6: Output the brightest segment.  

ACFSDE is a recent variant to ACDE and is explained in the following section. 

 

3. Automatic Clustering Simultaneous Feature Subset Selection of Gray Scale Images 

Using Differential Evolution (ACFSDE) 

3.1 Feature Extraction 

Being the clustering algorithm the EISDR is applied on images for segmentation of images. 

Here the work focuses on texture image segmentation. 16 textural features are extracted from 

each pixel of the image by constructing four different Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrices 

(GLCMs) of different orientations with 5x5 surrounding neighborhood window. A statistical 

scheme of exploratoryconstancy that reflects the spatial correlation of pixels is the gray-level co-

occurrence matrix (GLCM), which is called as the gray-level spatial dependence matrix. The 

steps are as follows. 

Step 1) For a given mxn input image construct Dataset of size [(mxn)x16] 

1.1 for each pixel, consider a 5x5 neighborhood window and construct GLCM of 

specific orientation (space, direction, angle). 

1.2 Extract four textural features, contrast, correlation, energy and homogeneity. 

1.3 Repeat the two steps 1.1 and 1.2 for four times with different set of orientations 

of each GLCM. 

Step 2) Apply EISDR on Dataset of size (mxn)x16 

Step 3) Form the segmented image using the best chromosome. 

The four textural features extracted from GLCM are Contrast, homogeneity, energy, and entropy 

described as follows. 

Contrast:Approaches of the local variations in the gray-level co-occurrence matrix. 
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Energy: Delivers the sum of squared elements in the GLCM. Similarlyidentified as homogeneity 

or the pointednextinstant. 
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Homogeneity:Actions the intimacy of the dispersal of elements in the GLCM to the GLCM 

diagonal. 
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3.2 Chromosome Representation 

For increased accuracy of clustering in high dimensional data the paper proposes a new 

Automatic Clustering Simultaneous Feature Subset Selection of gray scale Images using 

Differential Evolution (ACFSDE). The algorithm defines a new chromosome for optimal 

features and for optimal clusters.  

A dataset (X) of size m x d one of the input where m is the number of pixels present in the 

input image and d is the features to be extracted (16), and another input to the algorithm is the 

maximum number of clusters (Kmax). The chromosome is a vector of real numbers of dimension 

16 + Kmax + Kmax × 16. The chromosome contains a set of sixteen thresholds to represent the 

active features, a set of Kmax thresholds to represent the active centroids and a set of 

Kmaxcentroids. The threshold entries are positive floating point numbers in [0,1], each of which 

controls the respective feature/ centroid is to be considered or not. The fi
th

 feature of the dataset 

is selected if Tfi>0.5 and  j
th

 cluster center is selected for partitioning if Tc,j>0.5. 

 

 

Figure 2: Chromosome Structure 

 

3.3 Algorithm 

The new ACFSDE is to invent optimal clusters spontaneouslythroughcertain subset of 

features. In this work Rand Index is used as the objective utility. The algorithm for the ACFSDE 

is as follows. Let X is a given data set with m elements each of with d dimensions. 

Step 1:  Initialize each chromosome to contain d + Maxk (randomly chosen) activation thresholds 

in [0, 1], and Maxk number of randomly selected centroids. 

Step 2: To determine the Active Features in each chromosome which is having threshold value 

>0.5 

Step 3:To determine the Active Cluster Centers which is having threshold value >0.5  

Step 4: Conclude the centroids from each result setby active features only. 
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Step 5:  for t = 1 to tmax do 

a) Estimate its distance from all active cluster centers by using Euclidean distance 

metric for each data element Xi with chosen features. 

 b) Allocate Xi to closest cluster. 

 c)Estimate each resulteminence using Rand Index. 

d) Update the populace by relating mutation and crossover operations as defined in 

DE algorithm which is described in the section 2.  

Step 6) State the concludingresultattained by the globally best chromosome (one yielding the 

highest value of the fitness function) at time t = tmax. 

 

 4. Experimental Results 

The experiments are conducted on each image of MIAS database. The results in each phase of 

the proposed algorithm are reported in Table1. 

Table 1: Results at different phases of the algorithm on MIAS dataset 

Original Preprocess Intensity Based 

Clustering 

Texture Based 

Clustering 

ACFSDE 

Clustering 
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According to the above table results our proposed algorithm projected the accurate results 

compared to existing ones. 

5 Conclusions 

A two phase automatic evolutionary segmentation is proposed using ACFSDE to find 

suspicious masses in the mammograms. The experimental results demonstrate the efficiency of 

the proposed algorithm in formative masses accurately from mammograms.  
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